[eBooks] Princeless Raven
The Pirate Princess Vol 1
Captain Raven And The All
Girl Pirate Crew
Yeah, reviewing a ebook princeless raven the pirate princess vol 1
captain raven and the all girl pirate crew could increase your close
friends listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful.
As understood, carrying out does not recommend that you have
wonderful points.
Comprehending as capably as union even more than other will allow
each success. next to, the publication as with ease as perception of this
princeless raven the pirate princess vol 1 captain raven and the all girl
pirate crew can be taken as without difficulty as picked to act.

Princeless: Raven: The
Pirate Princess-Jeremy
Whitley 2015-01-06 Fresh off
her adventures in the pages of
Princeless, Raven is ready to
set out on her quest for
revenge against her brothers.
They've stolen everything that
should be hers and now she's
going to get it back. But first,
she needs a crew. Share the
laughs, action, and adventure

as Raven assembles the
fearless crew of awesome
ladies who will help her get
her revenge.

Princeless: Raven the
Pirate Princess Book 6:
Assault on Golden RockJeremy Whitley 2018-11 Two
years ago, Raven Xingtao was
locked in a tower and denied
her birthright thanks to the
scheming of her brothers.
After she was freed, she set
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out to reclaim what was hers
and get her revenge. It has
been a long time coming, but
after tonight the job will be
halfway done. On Golden
Rock there is a beautiful
fortress and at the heart of
that fortress is Raven's
brother, Magpie.
Unfortunately, between Raven
and Magpie is every sword
swinging, tough as nails
pirate that sails under
Magpie's flag and Raven has a
crew of about a dozen. The
only way to get in the same
room and face her brother is
in disguise. Now, if things go
south, there's an army
between Raven's crew and
their boat. And in plans like
this, things always go south
eventually.

Princeless: Raven the
Pirate Princess Book 3Jeremy Whitley 2017-01-10
Spine title incorrectly
indicates that this is book two
rather than book three.

Save Yourself-Jeremy
Whitley 2012-05-02 When she
becomes locked in a tower
along with her sisters,

Princess Adrienne recruits her
pet dragon, Sparky, to help
her save herself rather than
wait for a prince to rescue
her.

Princeless: Raven the
Pirate Princess Book 2Jeremy Whitley 2016-06-21
Originally published in single
magazine form as Princeless:
Raven, the Pirate Princess
#5-8.

Princeless Book 3: the
Pirate Princess Deluxe
Hardcover-Jeremy Whitley
2018-03 Read the volume of
Princeless that launched the
critically acclaimed spinoff,
Raven: The Pirate Princess,
now in deluxe format with
never before seen behind the
scenes special features.
Adrienne and Bedelia have
been on a quest to save
Adrienne's sisters, but when
they stumbles upon an
unknown princess trapped in
a tower, they decide they
can't just leave her locked up.
But they're about to find off
they've bit of more than they
can chew when they rescue
Raven Xingtao, the daughter
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of the pirate king. Adrienne
has met her match and if she's
not careful, Raven may steal
the dragon right out from
under her.

Princeless-Rosy Higgins
2015-05-19 Adrienne has been
on the run and working to
save her sisters, but when she
finds another princess locked
away in a tower, she decides
to spring her! But Raven
Xingtao, the daughter of the
Pirate King, is more of a
handful than Adrienne could
have ever expected. Before
she knows it, Adrienne is off
on a whirlwind adventure to
complete Raven's quest for
revenge! The complete
collected edition of Princeless:
The Pirate Princess!

Princeless: Raven the
Pirate Princess Book 7:
Date Night-Jeremy Whitley
2019-07-09 The defeat of
Magpie and sacking of the
Golden Fortress took a lot out
of our crew. They're back at
sea and on their way to find
Crow, Raven's other brother,
but first...they deserve a
chance to treat themselves!

On a small island, hidden
behind a waterfall, is a hidden
neutral city where any pirate
can come to enjoy themselves
and leave the trouble of the
sea behind. And for our crew
that means one thing: Date
Night. Join us as Raven and
her crew leave behind action
and adventure for four issues
and our comic becomes a
romance comic. Date Night is
everything you've wanted and
it's finally here!

Princeless: Raven the
Pirate Princess Book 5: Get
Lost Together-Jeremy
Whitley 2018-06 Six weeks
have passed since the attack
on the ship and the loss of
Sunshine. Now everyone is
trying to get back to normal,
including Ximena, who has
been putting off confessing
her feelings for the love of her
life. Now she's finally ready to
try and make it work, but is
this relationship cursed? And
what did happen to Sunshine?
While the crew is sure she's
dead, she has found a new life
on a mysterious island. While
everything seems perfect, is
there something terrifying
lurking beneath the surface?
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School for Extraterrestrial
Girls #1-Jeremy Whitley
2020-08-04 Tara Smith’s
parents are super strict with
all their rules and routines,
and Tara is a dutiful daughter.
Rule #1: No friends her own
age. Rule #2: keep her
bracelet on, or else. But when
she breaks her routine—and
then loses her bracelet—she’s
in trouble. Now outed as an
extraterrestrial after wielding
fire and losing her humanoid
form, Tara is captured by the
government. She’s given two
options: get shipped far away
where she won’t be a danger
to anyone or stay on Earth
and join a school for other
extraterrestrial girls like her.
Things at the school aren’t
easy—especially for the girl
whose only friends were
textbooks. But Tara’s goal to
learn how to control her
powers is soon sidelined by
the discovery that the people
she’s called Mom and Dad all
these years aren’t her
parents. With her not-parents
still out there, Tara must rely
on others for the first time to
figure out who she really is
before she’s kidnapped a
second time.

Princeless-Jeremy Whitley
2016 Raven's brothers have
taken away everything that is
rightfully her's. Now she's
ready to take her revenge on
them, but first she needs to
assemble a group of fearless
girls to help her.

Rainbow Brite #3-Jeremy
Whitley 2019-01-02 p.p1
{margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px; font: 12.0px Helvetica}
Wisp and Twinkle’s quest to
save Rainbow Land and learn
what it means to be Rainbow
Brite puts them on the path to
seek out the last color
guardian who hasn’t been
captured, but will they be too
late?!

Future Foundation-Jeremy
Whitley 2020-02-26 Collects
Future Foundation (2019)
#1-5, material from Fantastic
Four (2018) #12. From the
pages of FANTASTIC FOUR,
it’s the next generation of
Imaginauts! When the
Richards family was called
back to Earth to be the FF
again, they left behind the
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Future Foundation — a think
tank of the most brilliant
young minds in the universe
— with one mission: to find
the pieces of their friend the
Molecule Man and rebuild
him. But that’s proving harder
than imagined as this crew of
young geniuses, Atlanteans,
mutants, Moloids and
androids have run into every
problem in the Multiverse.
Now, with the leadership of
Alex and Julie Power, and a
little extra firepower from
Guest Professor Yondu
Udonta, the team will undergo
their most dangerous mission
yet: a prison break! Brace
yourself for a heart-pounding
journey across time and
space!

Princeless: Raven the
Pirate Princess Book 9: the
Black Fort and the Golden
Queen-Jeremy Whitley 2020
The crew is lost and
scattered, but finally some of
them are coming back
together. But they couldn't
choose a worse place. The
Black Fort sits atop a rocky
cliff on an island full of
monsters and Raven's oldest
brother, Crow, has decided to

make this an object of
spectacle. He's about to
introduce Raven and her crew
to the most dangerous of
creatures in his arena. But
elsewhere in the world,
Ananda has been found by the
queen and her mermaids. The
thing is, it's not the queen she
thought she'd be facing, it's
her girlfriend, Sunshine. But
somehow...that's much much
worse.

Raven Pirate Princess:
Captain Raven and the AllGirl Pirate Crew, Issue TPB
1-Jeremy Whitley 2015 Raven
is ready to set out on her
quest for revenge against her
brothers. They've stolen
everything that should be hers
and now she's going to get it
back. But first, she needs a
crew. Share the laughs,
action, and adventure as
Raven assembles the fearless
crew of awesome ladies who
will help her get her revenge.

Rainbow Brite #1-Jeremy
Whitley 2018-10-03 The
adventure begins for children
and adults alike, as the classic
character Rainbow Brite
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comes to comics and brings a
little color to your life! Wisp
and Willow are best friends
who live in a small town. They
are inseparable, until one
night Wisp discovers
something is stealing the
color from the world! To
escape their grasp, Wisp must
use her wits and the help of a
new friend…from somewhere
else! Then the adventure
begins! Follow along with
writer Jeremy Whitley (My
Little Pony, Unstoppable
Wasp) and artist Brittney
Williams (Patsy Walker, A.K.A.
Hellcat!, Goldie Vance) as we
find out how this seemingly
normal girl becomes Rainbow
Brite and how it changes
Wisp, Willow, and their world!

Thor Vs. Hulk: Champions
of the Universe (Marvel
Premiere Graphic Novel)Jeremy Whitley 2018-04-10 An
Elder of the Universe wants to
fight Earth's strongest hero but will Thor and Hulk ever
agree on who that is? Of
course not! They'll have to run
a gauntlet of impossible
challenges to prove their
worth...but what's really
waiting for them at the finish

line? COLLECTING: THOR
VS. HULK: CHAMPIONS OF
THE UNIVERSE 1-6

Sea of Thieves (complete
collection-Jeremy Whitley
2018-09-19 p.p1 {margin:
0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font:
12.0px Calibri} p.p2 {margin:
0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font:
12.0px Calibri; min-height:
14.0px} Brimming with drama
and untold skulduggery, the
Sea of Thieves is a strange
and treacherous stretch of
ocean where scallywags the
world over swarm to test their
might and mettle. Set sail on
a tale of danger and discovery
as we follow the legend of two
of the hardiest crews ever to
brave its turbulent waters.
Who will be the first to claim
the treasure that awaits
them… and who will be the
first to walk the plank? From
Jeremy Whitley (Princeless,
The Unstoppable Wasp) and
Rhoald Marcellius (Carpe
Diem, Bonehead) comes a
swashbuckling story like no
other, based upon Rare’s
acclaimed action-adventure
videogame. Collects Seas of
Thieves #1-4 “You’ll be
thrown headlong into deceit,
intrigue, and great action…
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10 out of 10!” – TM Stash
“Naval battles, backstabbing
and even a tease of the
supernatural – Sea of Thieves
has it all!” – ComicBook.com
“The world needs more pirate
comics, and this one fits the
bill perfectly.” – First Comic
News

The Order of DagonetJeremy Whitley 2013-03-15
From the writer of Princeless
comes the critically acclaimed
fantasy/comedy that you
didn't know you wanted, but
you won't be able to get
enough of. When England is in
great danger, it is said that
Merlin will return to gather
the knights of the realm and
come to her rescue. And when
the banished forces of Faerie
return to England, Merlin
finds himself in just such a
situation. Unfortunately,
Merlin never expected to find
The Order of Dagonet waiting
for him! But when the call
goes out, it will be answered
by the knighted order of
celebrities, rock stars,
authors, and actors. Now the
fate of the world will be in the
hands of the sort of people
you wouldn't trust to watch
your flat while you're away!

Get in on the ground floor and
experience the first chapter
for yourself. With truly
inspired and gorgeous art by
illustrator Jason Strutz, The
Order of Dagonet is a comic
series that invites you on an
adventure unlike any other.

The Pirate Queen-Alan Gold
2005-12 A meticulously
detailed, fictional portrait of
the legendary Irish pirate
describes how Grace O'Malley
built a powerful empire that
became the terror of the
English on the high seas and
chronicles her daring exploits
in defiance of English rule
during the Elizabethan era. By
the author of Warrior Queen.
Reader's Guide included.
Original.

Princeless: Raven the
Pirate Princess-Jeremy
Whitley 2016 Things are
fraught onboard the ship as
Raven tries to negotiate a
chance for Ximena to see the
healer, but when things go
poorly she may have to take
matters into her own hand.
Meanwhile, Sunshine shares
the story of how her parents -
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doomed lovers from two
societies at war - fell in love.

Nightmare Knights-Jeremy
Whitley 2019-05-21
Equestria's in danger! With
Twilight Sparkle and her
friends unable to help, can
Princess Luna and a team of
reformed villains save the
day? Powerless and
threatened by a great evil,
Princess Luna discovers she
can't count on her sister or
any of the usual heroes of
Equestria. Running out of
time and with nowhere to
turn, Luna assembles a team
specially suited to save the
day... a team of former
villains! Will Luna, Capper,
Tempest Shadow, Trixie, and
Stygian all be able to work
together and find a way into
the most dangerous place any
of them have ever been?
Collects the complete fiveissue miniseries.

The Unstoppable WaspJeremy Whitley 2018-02-28
Collects The Unstoppable
Wasp #5-8, Tales to Astonish
#44. This is it! The Red Room
wants Nadia back, and they'll
pull out all the stops to get

her. The clock is ticking and
both Nadia and her friend
Ying's lives are in the balance.
That means the geniuses of
G.I.R.L. are up against their fi
rst real science challenge!
Can they outsmart the Red
Room, or will Nadia be forced
back to the bunker? Whatever
happens, Nadia's fate will be
forever altered - but can the
original Wasp, Janet Van
Dyne, help her find a way
forward? When they get
together, few can resist their
sting! Plus, in a classic tale,
Janet Van Dyne meets Hank
Pym, and a heroic legacy is
born - as Ant-Man and the
Wasp battle the Creature
from Kosmos!

The Immortals QuartetTamora Pierce 2015-09-29
Experience the legend,
adventure, and wild magic of
the Immortals quartet, now
available in a collectible
boxed set with new cover art
and afterwords from the
acclaimed author of this
beloved fantasy series,
Tamora Pierce. Set in the
magical medieval world of
Tortall, the Immortals quartet
follows the adventures of
Daine, a brave young orphan
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with a mysterious “wild
magic,” the power to talk to
animals, a quest to hone her
magical skills and discover
the truth of her parentage,
and a duty to protect the
kingdom from creatures of
myth and nightmare. This
paperback boxed set includes
original afterwords from
Tamora Pierce for each book
in the collection: Wild Magic,
Wolf-Speaker, Emperor Mage,
and The Realms of the Gods.

Princess Rose And The
Golden Bird-Sergey Nikolov
2020-10-24 Everybody knows
about Snow White. Now let's
get to know about one more
enchantress, Princess Rose
and her story with Golden
Bird.

Princeless: Raven the
Pirate Princess-Jeremy
Whitley 2016 The fallout from
their first adventure has left
Raven's crew in disarray,
several of them injured and
one crew member on the
verge of death. Raven will do
anything to save her. A small
comfort, when all she can do
is stay by her side, talk to her,

and tell her a story. The story
of how the Baroness Xingtao
met the love of her life.

Princeless: Raven The
Pirate Princess-Jeremy
Whitley 2016 Things are
looking bad for Raven and her
crew! With a pit full of
alligators ready to feast on
them, it's up to Ximena and
Sunshine to organize the rest
of the crew and save the day.
Can they take on Raven's
brothers and all of their goons
without the crew's best
fighters?

Branded Ann-Merry
Shannon 2008-01-01 No
pirate on the high seas is
more bloodthirsty than the
notorious Branded Ann, a
woman with eyes like ice and
a face marred by a mysterious
cross-shaped scar. When she
raids a merchant vessel bound
for Jamaica, her only objective
is to obtain the map that will
lead her to a legendary
treasure. But she hadn't
bargained on taking Violet,
the merchant's young widow,
on board her ship as a
prisoner. In spite of her
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childlike appearance, Violet
has a dark side of her own
that Ann finds both infuriating
and endearing. As Branded
Ann sails in search of
treasure, her task is made
more difficult by a stowaway
child, an increasingly
rebellious crew, and the
treacherous seas of the Devil's
Triangle; to make matters
worse, she finds herself
falling for her not-so-innocent
but altogether charming
captive. But will Violet be able
to overcome the demons of
her past and accept Ann's
love? And will they survive the
treasure hunt that has already
claimed the lives of so many
before them?

Princeless-Jeremy Whitley
2016 "Year 2 of Raven's quest
for Love and Revenge begins!
With the whole crew back
together in one piece, it's time
for a celebration. But some of
the crew have ulterior motives
for this party and it'll take a
romantic twist! What no one
expects is the party to be cut
short by an attack that will
tear some relationships apart,
push others closer together,
and leave our crew one lady
short."--Back cover.

Summer of Salt-Katrina
Leno 2018-06-05 Magic
passed down through
generations. An island where
strange things happen. One
summer that will become
legend. Practical Magic meets
Nova Ren Suma’s Imaginary
Girls and Laura Ruby’s Bone
Gap in this lush, atmospheric
novel by acclaimed author
Katrina Leno. Georgina
Fernweh waits impatiently for
the tingle of magic in her
fingers—magic that has
touched every woman in her
family. But with her
eighteenth birthday looming
at the end of this summer,
Georgina fears her gift will
never come. Over the course
of her last summer on the
island—a summer of storms,
falling in love, and the
mystery behind one rare
three-hundred-year-old
bird—Georgina will learn the
truth about magic, in all its
many forms. Praise for
Katrina Leno: “Leno’s writing
is flawless. Readers of all ages
will find themselves swept
away.” —VOYA “Charming
and sophisticated.” —Kirkus
“Crackles with wit, humor,
and enormous love.”—Booklist
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(starred review) “Introduces a
fierce new
presence.”—Publishers
Weekly (starred review)

Rainbow Brite CollectionJeremy Whitley 2019-06-19
The adventure begins for
children and adults alike, as
the classic character Rainbow
Brite comes to comics and
brings a little color to your
life! Wisp and Willow are best
friends who live in a small
town. They are inseparable,
until one night Wisp discovers
something is stealing the
color from the world! To
escape their grasp, Wisp must
use her wits and the help of a
new friend...from somewhere
else! Then the adventure
begins! Follow along with
writer Jeremy Whitley (My
Little Pony, Unstoppable
Wasp) and artists Brittney
Williams (Patsy Walker, A.K.A.
Hellcat!, Goldie Vance) and
Xenia Pamfil (Princeless) as
we find out how this
seemingly normal girl
becomes Rainbow Brite and
how it changes Wisp, Willow,
and their world!

The Unstoppable Wasp Vol.

1- 2017-08-15 Nadia spent the
entire first half of her life a
captive of The Red Room, but
now this teenage super
scientist is on her own for the
first time, and she's ready to
spread her wings! Hank Pym's
daughter has a lot of time to
make up for and she's
determined to change the
world. You know, if she can
get her U.S. citizenship first.
COLLECTING: THE
UNSTOPPABLE WASP 1-6

Hot Comb-Ebony Flowers
2020-10-14 AN AUSPICIOUS
DEBUT EXAMINING THE
CULTURE OF HAIR FROM
THE RONA JAFFE
FOUNDATION AWARDWINNING CARTOONIST Hot
Comb offers a poignant
glimpse into Black women’s
lives and coming of age
stories as seen across a
crowded, ammonia-scented
hair salon while ladies gossip
and bond over the burn. The
titular story “Hot Comb” is
about a young girl’s first
perm—a doomed ploy to look
cool and to stop seeming “too
white” in the all-black
neighborhood her family has
just moved to. In “Virgin
Hair” taunts of “tender-
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headed” sting as much as the
perm itself. It’s a scenario
that repeats fifteen years later
as an adult when, tired of the
maintenance, Flowers shaves
her head only to be hurled
new put-downs. The story “My
Lil Sister Lena” traces the
stress resulting from being
the only black player on a
white softball team. Her hair
is the team curio, an object to
touched, a subject to be
discussed and debated at the
will of her teammates, leading
Lena to develop an anxiety
disorder of pulling her own
hair out. Among the series of
cultural touchpoints that
make you both laugh and cry,
Flowers recreates classic
magazine ads idealizing
women’s needs for hair
relaxers and product.
“Change your hair form to fit
your life form” and “Kinks and
Koils Forever” call customers
from the page. Realizations
about race, class, and the
imperfections of identity swirl
through Flowers’ stories and
ads, which are by turns sweet,
insightful, and heartbreaking.
Flowers began drawing
comics while earning her PhD,
and her early mastery of
sequential storytelling is
nothing short of sublime. Hot

Comb is a propitious display
of talent from a new
cartoonist who has already
made her mark.

Princess Princess Ever
After-Katie O'Neill
2016-09-07 When the heroic
princess Amira rescues the
kind-hearted princess Sadie
from her tower prison, neither
expects to find a true friend in
the bargain. Yet as they
adventure across the
kingdom, they discover that
they bring out the very best in
the other person. They’ll need
to join forces and use all the
know-how, kindness, and
bravery they have in order to
defeat their greatest foe yet: a
jealous sorceress, who wants
to get rid of Sadie once and
for all. Join Sadie and Amira,
two very different princesses
with very different strengths,
on their journey to figure out
what “happily ever after”
really means--and how they
can find it with each other.

Seafoam: a Friend for
Madison-Jeanine-Jonee
2019-09 "Excitement and fun
calls with SEAFOAM: A
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FRIEND FOR MADISON!
Follow the adventures of
spunky 9-year-old Madison
O'Brien, who travels by
narwhal to a magical island
filled with mystical and
nautical themed creatures.
Each issue of Volume One
features Madison and her
island friends Blue and
Alabaster encountering a
different island inhabitant
such as: the mind controlling
Hypnoctopus, the devious
Djinn Matir, unruly island
natives, and the foreboding
Grindylow"-http://www.actionlabcomics.c
om.

Lost Restaurants of Napa
Valley and Their RecipesAlexandria Brown 2020-04-13
Alongside its vineyards, the
Napa Valley boasts
restaurants celebrated for
their pioneering spirit. Stroll
through the memories of this
region's mouthwatering
eateries with tales of the
enterprising women and risk
takers who helped make Napa
a foodie haven. The Empire
Saloon made history by being
the first business to serve
food in the fledgling city of
Napa, and a little over a

century later, the Magnolia
Hotel set the standard for fine
dining in Yountville. The A-1
Café made Chinese cuisine a
local favorite, and Jonesy's set
the aviation community
aflutter with its tasty special
potatoes. Join author
Alexandria Brown as she
delves into the history of
Napa County's gone-but-notforgotten restaurants and
their classic dishes.

Rock and Riot-Chelsey
Furedi 2016-06-07 With all
the fashion and quirks of the
50's comes the vintage queer
love story that you've never
heard before. Rock and Riot
follows the tales of teenage
delinquents learning about
gender and sexual
orientations while still
maintaining their fabulous
hair. This is the second
installment in the Rock and
Riot series

Sea of Thieves #1-Jeremy
Whitley 2018-03-14 Brimming
with drama, doubloons and
untold skulduggery, the Sea
of Thieves is a strange and
treacherous stretch of ocean
where swarthy scallywags the
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world over flock to test their
might and mettle. p.p1
{margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri}
p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px
Calibri; min-height: 14.0px}
Join us on a tale of danger and
discovery as we follow the
legend of two of the hardiest
crews ever to brave its
turbulent waters. Who will be
the first to claim the treasure
that awaits them… and who
will be the first to walk the
plank?

The Night Raven-Sarah
Painter Meet Lydia Crow...
Lydia has always known she
has no power, especially next
to her infamous and morethan-slightly dodgy family.
Which is why she carved her
own life as a private
investigator far away from
London. When a professional
snafu forces her home, the
head of the family calls in a
favour, and Lydia finds herself
investigating the
disappearance of her cousin,
Maddie. Soon, Lydia is neckdeep in problems: her new
flatmate is a homicidal ghost,
the intriguing, but forbidden,
DCI Fleet is acting in a

distinctly unprofessional
manner, and tensions
between the old magical
families are rising. The Crows
used to rule the roost and
rumours claim they are still
the strongest. The Silvers
have a facility for lying and
they run the finest law firm in
London. The Pearl family
were costermongers and
everybody knows that a
Pearlie can sell feathers to a
bird. The Fox family... Well.
The less said about the Fox
family the better. For seventyfive years, a truce between
the four families has held
strong, but could the
disappearance of Maddie
Crow be the thing to break it?
The Night Raven is the first
book in Crow Investigations,
an exciting new paranormal
mystery series from
bestselling author of magical
fiction, Sarah Painter. ‘My
favourite new urban fantasy
series, clever and twisty and
deliciously magical, with a
shivery sense of wonder that
feels utterly grounded in its
London setting. Perfect for
fans of Ben Aaronovitch,
Genevieve Cogman or Robert
Galbraith!’ Stephanie Burgis,
author of Snowspelled and
Masks and Shadows ‘Clever
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and charming and funny – and
a bit creepy!’ Keris Stainton,
author of If You Could See Me
Now and Counting Stars

The Legend of KorraMichael Dante DiMartino
2017 Relishing their
newfound feelings for each
other, Korra and Asami leave
the Spirit World . . . but find
nothing in Republic City but
political hijinks and human vs.
spirit conflict! A pompous
developer plans to turn the
new spirit portal into an
amusement park, potentially
severing an already
tumultuous connection with
the spirits. What's more, the
triads have realigned and are
in a brutal all-out brawl at the

city's borders--where
hundreds of evacuees have
relocated! In order to get
through it all, Korra and
Asami vow to look out for
each other--but first, they've
got to get better at being a
team and a couple! Written by
series co-creator Michael
Dante DiMartino and drawn
by Irene Koh T.M.N.T.,
Sensation Comics featuring
Wonder Woman, Secret
Origins: Batgirl, Afrina and
the Glass Coffin) and with
consultation by Bryan
Konietzko, this is the official
continuation of The Legend of
Korra!
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